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Helping families  
stay housed:  

a toolkit

Tonight, some families in our 
community will be sleeping in 
a shelter, couch surfing and
not in their own homes.
Something has occurred that 
caused them to lose housing. 
It could have been a job loss, 
unforeseen expenses, or a 
personal crisis and now they 
are at risk of being homeless 
or are experiencing 
homelessness.

Imagine if we could prevent 
homelessness from 
happening by providing 
support to families before a 
shelter becomes their only 
option.

the purpose of 
this toolkit

Preventing homelessness is 
possible when we become 
aware of what the risk factors 
are and learn how to provide 
support early on. 

This toolkit gives you the 
knowledge you need to help 
a family stay housed. You will 
learn the early warning signs 
that can lead to homelessness 
and the steps you can take to 
support a family so that they 
do not become homeless.
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Three categories
of Homelessness Prevention

PRIMARY PREVENTION means ‘working upstream’ to address structural and systems 
factors. This type of prevention is designed to reduce risk and build protective factors 
to help address problems that may eventually contribute to homelessness. 

Primary prevention could include: 

• information campaigns

• educational programs

• poverty reduction strategies

Homelessness prevention is a big undertaking that requires 
work on many levels. Stephen Gaetz, a researcher and pioneer 
in understanding homelessness prevention, has described three 
categories: primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention.

SECONDARY PREVENTION refers to a range of targeted strategies and interventions 
directed at individuals and families either at imminent risk of homelessness or who 
have recently experienced homelessness – in other words to identify and address a 
problem or situation at an early stage. 

Secondary prevention could include:

• systems level prevention

• early intervention strategies
• rapid rehousing strategies

TERTIARY PREVENTION is intended to reduce the recurrence of homelessness.  
It involves supporting individuals and families who experience homelessness to exit 
shelters quickly and to assist people experiencing chronic homelessness and those with 
complex needs to access housing and neccessary supports.

Your work 
falls here
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System failures 
Examples: 

• inadequate
support
for families
experiencing
family violence,
economic
distruption or
family
breakdown

• discrimination or
racial profiling

• correctional
facilities,
hospitals or
treatment
centres failing to
provide
adequate
discharge
planning

Examples:

• low wages

• unemployment

• low rates of
government
assistance

• lack of
affordable
housing

Structural factors

• sudden illness

• job loss

• family
breakdown

• discrimination
• personal crisis

Individual factors
Examples: 

Prevention at this 
level might mean 
advocating 
through 
government for 
legislative change.

Prevention at 
this level might 
mean advocating 
for social change.

Prevention at this 
level is where 
community 
can provide 
support directly 
to families to 
help avoid 
homelessness.

For more 
information, see 
A New Direction: 
A Framework for 

Homelessness 
Prevention by 

Stephen Gaetz & 
Erin Dej.

Factors  
leading to 

homelessness

Your work 
falls here
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• identify risk factors that could lead to
homelessness.

• understand what your role can be in supporting
a family at risk of homelessness.

• build capacity so that you can help families
develop a plan.

• become aware of the information and resources
available so that you can connect families to the
most appropriate service.

early intervention strategies
This toolkit falls into the category of 
secondary prevention under “early 
intervention strategies.” This toolkit explains
what you as a community member can do to 
support families to stay in their own homes.

This toolkit will help you:

Your role
in Homelessness Prevention
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Preventing Family Homelessness

7

In this approach, community, 
families, and agencies 
work together to prevent 
homelessness. 

The work of homelessness 
prevention focuses efforts 
“upstream” so that housing is 
stabilized before a crisis occurs. 

The work of helping families to 
stay housed depends on people 
like you. We must work together 
to identify families at risk of 
losing their housing and provide 
the right support to help them 
stay in their homes. 

If you connect with 
families through 
your work or in 
the community, 

you are in an 
ideal position to 
notice the early 
warning signs of 

homelessness.  
By following 

the steps in this 
toolkit, you can 

help families stay 
housed.

Families are the 
fastest growing 

group within the 
homeless population.  

Why preventing  
family homelessness 

is important

Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit
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Plan

to helping families stay housed
4steps
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2
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Notice What might you see?
In this step, you will
• learn from what you hear and observe
• learn the signs that a family might be at risk of homelessness

Connect
In this step, you will
• learn how to engage with the family

• learn how to prepare for the conversation

• learn about their culture

How do you start the conversation?

Ask
In this step, you will
• learn some conversation starters

• learn guidelines for helpful conversation

• learn how to connect with their culture

What do you need to find out?

Plan
In this step, you will
• learn about referrals

• find out how to complete a plan with the family

What will you and the family do about it?

what you will learn in this toolkit

Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit



Notice

As you meet families and family 
members, you may become aware of 
certain family circumstances that are 

difficult. For example, family changes or 
health or transportation concerns. 

When considered in isolation, these 
circumstances may seem unfortunate.

But when you consider them as a whole, 
these issues could indicate a family is at 

risk of becoming homeless. 

These issues could mean that a family is 
living in poverty and could benefit from 

support and resources. Keep in mind, 
however, that the smallest additional 

crisis could upset the balance and place 
them at risk of becoming homeless.

1

what might you notice?

• rent

• housing

• family changes

• food/groceries

• health

• childcare

• education

• lack of focus
• hygiene

• mental health

• transportation

• extra-curricular
activities

A family may mention a 
concern - or you may 
observe an issue in  
areas like these:

10
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Food or groceries
You might notice...
Parents or children skipping meals or 
eating low cost items on a regular basis. 

A consistent lack of fresh items in a 
family’s diet or a reliance on canned or dry 
goods.

Why this matters...

Families will often cut down on their 
grocery budget to have more money to 
put towards rent.

Canned and dry goods can indicate that 
families are accessing the food bank which 
can be an indicator they are struggling to 
pay their bills.

Rent or Mortgage
You might notice...
A family member may mention 
an issue with affording rent or 
mortgage.

Why this matters...
Families that are unable to pay 
rent could face eviction and 
homelessness.

Health
You might notice...
Family members struggling with frequent colds or other common 
health concerns or dental care. Family members may also mention
being unable to purchase over-the-counter medications.
Why this matters...

Frequent colds could be a sign of poor nutrition, overcrowding, or a 
simple lack of funds to purchase basic medications.

what might you notice?

Road Home Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit

Notice1



That one parent is no longer a 
part of the family.

A family change could 
indicate a change in income 
for the family that could 
destabilize housing. A parent 
who leaves can take their 
income with them. 

A family member who appears 
unkempt or like they may not be 
paying attention to grooming. 

Hygiene

This could mean that families are 
unable to afford hygiene items. It 
could also indicate that they have 
no hot water or are struggling with 
mental health concerns related 
to poverty and risk of becoming 
homeless.

Signs of stress, anxiety, and depression. 
Please see Fact Sheet: The signs of Mental 
Illness for help recognizing signs.

You might notice...

Stress, anxiety and depression can often 
co-exist with housing concerns. 

Notice Family Changes

Mental Health

Why this matters...

Why this matters...

Why this matters...

You might notice...

You might notice...

For more information see Canadian Mental 
Health Association at cmha.ca

what are the signs that 
a family is at risk?1

12

Transportation

Family members missing school or 
appointments. 

This may mean the family has no reliable 
means of transportation.

Why this matters...

You might notice...

Road Home - Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit
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Family members describing homes that are cold, have mold or poor lighting. 
Family members may talk about extended family living in the home which may 
be entirely appropriate for cultural reasons. However, if family members  
mention that more people are living in the home than it can safely  
accommodate, this might indicate an inability to pay rent.

This means a family may be precariously housed or in illegal housing. These 
types of situations can fall apart easily.

Housing Concerns

 That children may 
show up at school 

without the required 
items - or families 

may access resources 
to assist in obtaining 

these items. You 
might see children 

who can’t participate 
in field trips or other 

special events if there 
is an additional cost. 
You may also notice 

that a child is missing 
a lot of school. 

Education

Money for “extras” 
often just isn’t in the 

budget for families 
living paycheque to 

paycheque. Children 
may miss school due 

to various costs.

Why this matters...

Why this matters...

Why this matters...

You might notice...

You might notice...

Extra-Curricular Activities
You might notice...
Children might not do any activities outside the 
home.

Why this matters...
When families are struggling to pay for basics 
like rent and food, “extras” aren’t options.

You might notice...

Childcare
You might notice...

The family is not able to access childcare or 
children left unattended.

Why this matters...
If income is stressed, parents might not be 
able to afford childcare and so miss work, 
appointments, or social activities. 

what might you notice?

13
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Connect
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2
how do you start the conversation?
Before you can find out more 
about what might be going on 
for a family and help them find 
the support they need, you must 
find a way to open the door to a 
conversation. 
Here are some steps to follow: 
1. Reflect on what you

have learned during
Step 1: Notice.

2. Craft a conversation starter.
See page 17 for ideas.

3. Share with the family what
you have noticed.

It may feel awkward to talk 
with family members about 
the possibility of losing their 
home, but it is important to find 
a way as doing so could help  
prevent a family from becoming 
homeless. By building on your 
existing relationship with the 
family you will be able to find a 
way to begin this conversation.

A strategy that you may want to 
consider is “normalizing.” For example, 
you could mention a statistic around 
number of households that are living 
paycheque to paycheque in Red Deer
or say that you’re checking in because 
it’s so common for families to run into 
housing difficulties during tough 
economic times. See Fact Sheet: Family 
Homelessness.
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how do you start the conversation?
Before you jump into the conversation it will be helpful to prepare yourself to 
make the conversation feel helpful and productive.
Consider the following suggestions:

• Before you begin, mentally practice the conversation.

• Be aware of cultural differences.
• Imagine various responses and picture yourself being supportive.

• Develop questions to ask starting with how or what so that you get more
information.

• Anticipate the ending you are hoping to achieve.

• Consider your relationship with the family. Are you the best person to approach
them or might someone else be a better fit?

• Find a safe, private, comfortable space to hold the discussion.

• Offer tea, coffee, water, or tissue to support the family.

• Find something to occupy children so grownups can speak freely.

W here to have the conversat ion

Comfortable space

how to prepare for a successful conversation

Road Home -Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit 15
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Ask

16

what do you need to find out?
Now that you have started the conversation, 
you can talk with the family to find out what 
is placing them at risk of homelessness. 

Your goal is to help them identify the 
strengths and resources they already 
possess that can help prevent homelessness 
from happening, what risks they are 
experiencing, and what additional resources 
they require. 

Use the exploratory questions in “My Plan” 
on page 31 to complete a basic assessment 
that will help you understand how you can 
support the family. 

During the conversation, it is important  
to maintain a respectful, non-judgemental 
approach.

3

See “My Plan” on 
page 31 for ideas 

about what questions 
to ask to find out if 
a family is at risk of 

homelessness

RESOURCES
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what do you need to find out?
HOW TO ASK

Develop an attitude of compassion 
and inquisitiveness.

Ask inquisitive questions like what, 
where & how.
Assume you don’t know anything 
(you really don’t yet), and try to 
learn as much as possible.

Let the person talk until finished. 

Be comfortable with silent 
moments while they collect their 
thoughts. 

Pay attention to non-verbal 
communication.

HOW TO ACKNOWLEDGE

Demonstrate that you’ve listened to 
and understood the family’s issues 
and concerns by:

• Describing back to the family
what you think you heard them
express.

• Ask for clarification if you are
unsure.

• Be empathetic to their struggle.

If it appears that 
the family is at 
risk of 
becoming 
homeless and is 
agreeable to 
proceed, you 
are ready to 
move to the 
next step: 

          T
          H
          E

          P
          L
          A
          N

CONVERSATION STARTERS

Hi. I’ve noticed ..... Would you 
be open to chatting with me?

if they say no, repect the answer 
and check back in with them in a 
week or so.
I heard you mention that things 
have been tough since things 
changed at home. How are things 
going for you right now?

You have seemed really stressed 
lately. Is something bothering you?

TRY THIS . . .

Just to make sure I am clear, I think 
I heard you say …  
Do I have that right?

Thank you for sharing all of that 
with me. It must be very difficult to 
open up about such a personal 
issue. I’m wondering if you would 
let me try to support you.

guidelines for helpful conversation

17

AAsk AAAcknowledge Act
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what do you do about it?

4

Now that you have discovered what the 
concerns of the family are, you are able to 
support them in finding possible sources 
of support.  

In many instances, the planning process 
involves helping families to problem 
solve and identify what is needed to get 
through a temporary set of difficulties.  

It is important to start with their strengths 
and resources and to understand what 
they themselves can access to stabilize 
their situation.

You may ask if this problem can be solved in time with the 
support of family and friends or community. If this is an

option, ask if there is any support that the family needs to 
put this into place. If personal relationships are not an 

option you will need to explore more formal resources.

is personal  support available?

See ”My Plan”  
on page 31

to document  
information about 

the family’s situation, 
courses of action and 
and accountabilities.

RESOURCES
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is family support available?

referral process
Work with the family to identify the resource that might be best able to meet their 
needs. See “Helpseeker.org” for resource options.

It is best to support the family through the process of getting help. Your advocacy on 
their behalf can help the receiving agency better understand the importance of the 
need and help to minimize the family’s stress. The family should actively participate in 
this process to ensure that they are comfortable with everything being done on their 
behalf.

Remember, when a family is in crisis, it can be hard to remain organized and missing 
appointments can be common occurrence. Supporting families through this process
can ensure they follow up as needed to receive the resources they require.

1. Work with the family to identify the
most appropriate resources.

2. Before making a referral, make
sure the family meets the criteria of
the resource. Call ahead of time to
ensure that the resource matches the
family’s needs.

3. Ensure that you are providing
support and encouragement to
the family. This is likely a stressful
process for them. Knowing they have
your assistance will make it feel more
comfortable for them.

4. Remind the family of scheduled
appointments the day before.

5. Record all the details and decisions
in “My Plan.”

6. Ensure that the plan has names,
dates and accountabilities so that it
is clear who is doing what.

7. Make sure that both you and the
family have a copy of the plan.

Important!
Remember the need 

for informed consent. 
Ensure the family is 
fully aware of their 

right to privacy and 
has given you the 

permission to access 
resources and make 

referrals on their 
behalf. If applicable, 

refer to your own 
organization’s or 

professional body’s 
protocols.

Steps for success

Plan4
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See " Helpseeker.org" 
for current idea 

about which 
programs, resources, 

and referrals are 
available for common 
needs and concerns.

Each community typically has a range of supports available which can include financial 
support, referrals to basic resources, and case-management-type support. 

Often the availability of local resources changes frequently so knowing how to connect 
and staying informed will be an important aspect of being able to help families.

It is important that you know how to:

1. Identify the most appropriate resource.

2. Understand the criteria for accessing that support.

3. Be aware of the guidelines around making referrals.

Resources

RESOURCES

For an up-to-date list 
of  Resources  see

www.helpseeker.org 

or call 211 to speak to an Information 
and Referral Specialist.

Attached to “My Plan”  
we have included an  

Effective Referral Checklist.  
This checklist will ensure you are 

making the best referral  
for the family.

Plan4 N
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Terminology
There are a number of terms that are used by those who work with people who are homeless. It 
may be useful to understand these terms to inform your work with families. 

Red Deer Community Housing and Homelessness 5 Year Integrated Plan to End Homelessness 
– was first published in 2019. As a result, the coupling of these findings along with the public
survey responses and open house feedback identified 5 priorities that will drive our actions over
the course of the next five years.

Family unit - are not necessarily defined by lineage or traditional relationships and may 
include biological families as well as informal social support relationships. The family unit may be 
defined as one's primary social group. 

Informed Consent-The process by which an individual voluntarily confirms their willingness to 
participate in a particular service, after they have been informed of all aspects of the service that are 
relevant to the individual’s decision to participate. Informed consent is documented by means of a 
signed and dated informed consent form.
Person Centered Approach-A person-centered approach supports the person, at the center of the 
service to be involved in making decisions about their life. Taking into account each person’s life 
experience, age, gender, culture, heritage, language, beliefs and identity. It requires flexible services 
and support to suit the person’s wishes and priorities. It is strength based and acknowledges the 
person is the expert in their own life with a focus on what they can do first, and any help they need 
second.
At-risk of homelessness – an individual or family that is experiencing difficulty maintaining their 
housing and has no alternatives for obtaining subsequent housing. Eviction, loss of income, 
unaffordable increase in the cost of housing, discharge from an institution without subsequent 
housing, fleeing domestic violence are some of the circumstances that often contribute to level of 
risk.
Episodic homelessness – homeless for less than a year and fewer than four episodes of 
homelessness in the past three years. Typically episodically homeless have reoccurring episodes of 
homelessness as a result of complex issues such as family violence or addictions.

Homeless – individuals and families that do not have safe, stable, affordable, appropriate, permanent 
housing to which they can return whenever they choose, or the immediate possibility, means and 
ability to acquire housing.

Transitional homeless – homeless for the first time and usually for less than three months, or less 
than two episodes in the past three years.

Warm referral – contacting another service provider on the family’s behalf and may involve a three-
way conversation in the presence of the family (whether face to face or by telephone) in which the 
referring organization introduces the family, explains what has already been done to assist the family 
and why they are being referred.  

Road Home -Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit
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Fact Sheet
Signs of Mental Health 

Signs & Symptoms

If several of the following are occurring, it may useful to follow up with a mental health 
professional.

• Sleep or appetite changes — Dramatic sleep and appetite changes or decline in personal
care

• Mood changes — Rapid or dramatic shifts in emotions or depressed feeling
• Withdrawal — Recent social withdrawal and loss of interest in activities previously enjoyed
• Drop in functioning — An unusual drop in functioning, at school, work or social activities,

such as quitting sports, failing in school or difficulty performing familiar tasks
• Problems thinking — Problems with concentration, memory or logical thought and speech

that are hard to explain
• Increased sensitivity — Heightened sensitivity to sights, sounds, smells or touch; avoidance

of over-stimulating situations
• Apathy — Loss of initiative or desire to participate in any activity
• Feeling disconnected — A vague feeling of being disconnected from oneself or one’s

surroundings; a sense of unreality
• Illogical thinking — Unusual or exaggerated beliefs about personal powers to understand

meanings or influence events; illogical or “magical” thinking typical of childhood in an adult
• Nervousness — Fear or suspiciousness of others or a strong nervous feeling
• Unusual behavior – Odd, uncharacteristic, peculiar behavior

One or two of these symptoms alone can’t predict a mental illness but may indicate a need for 
further evaluation. If a person is experiencing several at one time and the symptoms are causing 
serious problems in the ability to study, work or relate to others, he/she should be seen by a 
physician or mental health professional. People with suicidal thoughts or intent, or thoughts of 
harming others, need immediate attention.

22
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In the City of Red Deer we have established a coordinated access process (CAP) as a method of matching 
individuals experiencing chronic and episodic homelessness to a housing program that meets their needs. 
Coordinated Entry is the “entry” point for housing programs that belong to the Coordinated Access 
Process.  What is Coordinated Access Process?  Let me explain.  Coordinated Access Process is a 
streamlined way to access housing programs throughout the city. Individuals MUST be accepting of case 
management and have the ability to pay rent once accepted into a program  PLEASE CALL ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING NUMBERS TO REACH AN INTAKE WORKER  
If you are facing eviction or at risk of homelessness, Prevention Services are available:

Red Deer Native Friendship Society
4808 - 51 Avenue
Red Deer, AB T4N 4H3
Phone: 1-403-340-0020
E-mail: friendship@rdnfs.com

Bredin Centre for Career Advancement
5010 – 43 Street
Red Deer, AB T4N 6H2
Phone: 1-587-273-0225
E-mail: reddeer@bredin.ca

If you are experiencing homelessness, please contact  a Coordinated Entry to access services:  

Safe Harbour Society - Coordinated Entry
5246 – 53 Avenue
Red Deer, AB T4N 5K2
Phone: 1-403-347-0181
E-mail: office@safeharboursociety.org

Red Deer Native Friendship Society - Indigenous Coordinated Entry
4808 - 51 Avenue
Red Deer, AB T4N 4H3
Phone: 1-403-340-0020
E-mail: friendship@rdnfs.com

McMan Youth, Family & Community Services Association - Youth Coordinated Entry
5214 47 Avenue, #103
Red Deer, AB T4N  3P7
Phone: 1-403-309-2002
E-mail: reddeer@mcmancentral.ca

Coordinated Access

Road Home- Helping Families Stay Housed : A Toolkit
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Aspen Family and Community Network Society
www.aspenfamily.org
Home Stay Prevention Program

403-219-3477, option 2



Resource Contact Info Details 

Red Deer Food Bank 
Society 

Hamper Request phone number: 403-
346-1506
https://reddeerfoodbank.com/need-
help%3F 

Call to request a hamper. 
Bread, produce and pastries are 
assessable daily Monday- Friday. 

The Mustard Seed 

Phone number: 403-347-1844 
Address: 6002 54th Ave, Red Deer 
Homepage | Mustard Seed (theseed.ca) 

Red Deer school lunch program provides 
children and youth with healthy lunches 
during the school year.   

Salvation Army 
(food) 

Phone: 403 -346 -2251 
Address: 4837 54th St, Red Deer 
https://salvationarmyreddeer.com/wwd/ 

Provides assistance for various needs 
- Food Bank and School Weekend Meal
-Program other services are provided by
appointment only
-Bread is available daily (Monday-Friday)

Victory Church 

Phone: 403-343-2484 
Address: 98 Oberlin Ave, Red Deer 
https://vcrd.ca/clothing-zone 

Victory Church provides clothing free of 
charge,  on Wednesday and Thursday 
from 1 pm - 4 pm. 

Salvation Army 
(clothing) 

By appointment only  
Phone: 403 -346 -2251 
Address: 4837 54th St, Red Deer 
https://salvationarmyreddeer.com/wwd/ 

Call to make an appointment and see 
what is available.  

Food and Clothing Resources

Road Home -Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit 
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Indigenous and Métis Supports 

Resource Contact Info Details 

Metis Urban Housing 
Corporation Assistance 

Phone: 780-452-6440 
Toll Free: 1-877-458-8684 (main 
office is in Edmonton) 
Applications can be found on line at 
https://www.metishousing.ca/mtis-
housing-home-page/ 

Provides subsidized housing to Metis and 
Indigenous families needing affordable 
housing.  

Red Deer Native 
Friendship Society 

Phone: 403-340-0020 
Address: 4808 51st Ave, Red Deer 
https://rdnfs.com/ 

Provides cultural programs and services in a 
variety of areas including: health, social 
services, family preservation, traditional 
parenting, housing support, education and 
cultural connections.  

Shining Mountain Living 
Community 

Phone: 403-346-9794 
Address: 4925 46th Street, Red Deer 
http://smlcs.ca/programs--
funders.html 

Offers a wide range of community services 
to individuals including risk of homelessness, 
domestic violence, and addiction.  Also those 
living with HIV/ADIS and /or HCV. Cultural 
training is offered for organizations, 
education, referral programs and capacity 
building.  

Native Counselling 
Service of Alberta  

Phone: 403-347-4377 or 403-347-
4385 
Address: 4814 50 St, Red Deer 
https://www.ncsa.ca/ 

Offers programs and services designed to 
and delivered for Indigenous people.  Red 
Deer office offers individual supports 
surroundings the legal/judicial system and 
reconciliation.  
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Immigrant and Refugee Resources 

Resource Contact Info Details 

Central Alberta Women’s 
Immigrant Association 
(CAWIA) 

Phone: 403-341-3553 
Address: 4910 45th street, 
Red Deer 
https://caiwa.ca/programs-
services/ 

Programs and services to assist with the attainment 
of social, economic and cultural inclusion of 
immigrant women and their families. Their website 
has a list of programs and supports offered.  

Central Alberta Refugee 
Effort (CARE)  

Phone: 403-346-8818 
Address: 202 5000 Gaetz 
Ave, Red Deer 
http://immigrant-
centre.ca/our-services/ 

CARE provides support newcomers with settling in 
Central Alberta. Including English as second 
language, translation and interpretation, youth 
programs, women and men’s groups and 
employment supports. 

Road Home -Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit
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Mental Health Supports 

Resource Contact Info Details 

Red Deer 49th Street 
Community Health 
Centre Addiction and 
Mental Health Services 

Phone: 403-340-5466 
Address: 4733 49th Street, Red Deer 
Red Deer 49 Street Community Health 
Centre - Addiction and Mental Health 
Services | Alberta Health Services 

Programs and services offered include 
- Addiction Services – Adult Day

Treatment
- Addiction and Mental Health –

Diversion Services
- Adult Community Services,

Addiction & Mental Health
- Community SEr5vices Walk in

Single Session Counselling Services
- Disordered Eating Consultation
- Nutrition Counselling – Adult
- Provincial Family Violence

Treatment Program
- Seniors Mental Health Program

Community Services, Seniors
Outreach Nurses

Canadian Mental Health 
Association 

Phone: 403-342-2266 
Address: 5017 50th Ave, Red Deer 
CMHA Central Alberta Region – Mental 
Health for All 
You can also email a crisis 
counsellor areeves@reddeer.cmha.ab.ca. 

Walk in crisis counselling is available 
although there could be a wait to see a 
counsellor.  
Additional programs and services are 
located on CMHA website.  

Diversion Team 

Call: 2-1-1 then press 2 
If you see someone  

- Experiencing a mental health or
medical non-emergency crisis

- Intoxicated or otherwise impaired
- Requiring transport to appropriate

service
- Sleeping in an unsafe space or

inappropriately dressed for the
weather

- Likely to come to harm without
intervention

Social Diversion Team - The City of Red 
Deer 

The Social Diversion team has specially 
trained professionals that provide front line 
assessment, intervention and support. 
Supporting people in crisis in areas such as 
housing supports, mental health supports, 
detox programs and harm reduction 
resources.  

Help Lines 

Mental Health Helpline: 
1-877-303-2642
Addiction Helpline:
1-866-332-2322

Numbers are free to call and you can 
receive immediate support.  
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Legal and Tax Support 

Resource Contact Info Details 

John Howard Society 
Phone: 403-343-1770 
Email: admin@jhsrd.ca 
Address: 4916 50th 
Street, Red Deer 
The John Howard 
Societyof Red Deer - 
Home (jhsrd.ca) 

Offers a tax preparations support to individuals and 
families with low to modest incomes. Drop off 
personal income tax documents at the office. 

Golden Circle 
Phone: 403-343-6074 
Address: 4620 47A Ave, 
Red Deer 
Golden Circle - Senior 
Resource Centre 

Basic Income tax only for Seniors 65+.  The total 
income per household cannot exceed 35,000 or 
45,000 with dependents.  You must bring your T4’s, 
photo ID and last year’s assessment notice.  
You must sign up for this service. 

Central Alberta 
Community Legal Clinic 

Phone: 403-314-9129 
Address: #106, 4916 50th 
Street, Red Deer 
Home | Central Alberta 
Community Legal Clinic 

Offers free legal services to individuals who 
financially qualify and do not qualify for legal aid. 
Appointment must be booked in advance. 

Legal Aid Alberta 
Phone: 403-340-5119 
Address: 4920 51st, Red 
Deer 
Legal Aid Alberta 

Legal Aid provides affordable legal services in areas of 
family law, domestic violence, child welfare, 
immigration and youth and adult criminal defense. 
You must qualify for this service and the eligible 
information is located on their website.  
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Resources for Children 

Resource Contact Info Details 

Tools for School 
(The Outreach 
Centre) 

Phone: 403-347-2480 
Toll free: 1-866-347-2480 
Address: 4101-54th Ave, Red Deer 
https://theoutreachcentre.org/donate/tools-for-
schools/ 

Provides school supplies for 
parents/guardians who are 
struggling with financial challenges.  
Valid health care (per student) and 
proof of household income is 
required.  

Fee Assistance 
Program 

Phone: 403-309-8411 (to set up appointment) 
Applications can be found online at: 
https://www.reddeer.ca/recreation-and-
culture/recreation/facility-admission-fees--pass-
prices/fee-assistance-program/ 

Offering financial support to people 
facing financial difficulties and want 
to access city operated recreational 
facilities, programs or activities.   

Jumpstart 
Programs 

Application and eligibility can be found at: 
https://jumpstart.canadiantire.ca/pages/programs 

List of covered activities can be found at:  
https://jumpstart.canadiantire.ca/pages/sports-
and-activities-covered 

Programs are offered to assist 
families with affordable access to 
sport activities for children.  

Family Support  
(Family Services of 
Central Alberta) 

www.fsca.ca 
403-343-6400

Home Visitation, Parenting 
supports, Counselling services 
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Home Stay Prevention Program

403-219-3477, option 2
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My Plan can be filled out by you and/or the family - both you and 
the family must be offered a copy.

Exploratory questions
Begin by sharing what you have noticed and then ask some of the 
following:
What is going on for you?
How is this affecting you and your family?
Are you worried about your housing?
Do you have what you need?
Are you worried about bills?
Do you have any family or friends we can call for assistance or 
support?
What services have you tried already or in the past? How did that 
work for you? Can you try that again?
Are you working with any other professional in Red Deer? Can we
try to reconnect with them? Do you have a name of a worker?

Notes:

My Plan
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Date:

Name of family:

What is going on for 
you?

How is this affecting 
you and your family?

Are you worried about 
your housing?

Are you worried about 
bills?

Do you have any family 
or friends we can 
call for assistance or 
support?
What services have you 
tried already or in the 
past? How did that work 
for you? Can you try 
that again?

Are you working with 
any other professional 
in Red Deer? Can we try
to reconnect with 
them? Do you have a 
name of a worker?

See www.homebridgeyyc.com for 
printable pdf of “My Plan.”

Exploratory questions
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Date:

Name of family:

Contact info for family:

Contact info for 
interviewer:

What are some positive 
things that are working 
for your family right 
now?:

1. 

2.

3.

My family’s  most 
immediate or urgent 
need right now is:

We will address that 
need by: 1. 

2.

3.

Road Home - Helping Families Stay Housed: A Toolkit

My Plan
My Plan can be filled out by you and/or the family - both you and 
the family must be offered a copy.
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Family is responsible 
for:

1.

2.

3.

Interviewer is 
responsible for: 1. 

2.

3.

Next steps: 1. 

2.

3.

Date for follow up:
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Date:

Name of family:

Reason for referral:

Agency family is being 
referred to:

Family is aware of this referral
or consent obtained.

Yes      No

Contact information
Date: 
Name:

Actions/Comments

My Plan

Referral 1

Reason for referral:

Agency family is being 
referred to:

Family is aware of this referral
or consent obtained.

Yes      No

Contact information Date: 
Name:

Actions/Comments

Referral 2

Referrals
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Reason for referral:

Agency family is being 
referred to:

Family is aware of this referral
or consent obtained.

Yes      No

Contact information Date: 
Name:

Actions/Comments

Referral 3

Reason for referral:

Agency family is being 
referred to:

Family is aware of this referral
or consent obtained.

Yes      No

Contact information Date: 
Name:

Actions/Comments

Referral 4
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I understand the family’s situation and perceived needs.

The family and I have talked about how to prioritize these needs and what 
options exist to help address them.

The family is willing and ready to be referred.

We have discussed what issues might make it difficult for the family to 
follow through with the referral.

I am familiar with the agency to which I am referring the family, including 
its eligibility requirements and services.

I have made a plan to follow up with the family to see how things went and 
to determine next steps.

I have consent to share the family’s personal information.

Referral Checklist

My Plan
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Notes:
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